System architecture, experimental settings and experimental results of the EHR team for the WAT2017 tasks are described. We participate in three tasks: JPCen-ja, JPCzhja and JPCko-ja. Although the basic architecture of our system is NMT, reranking technique is conducted using SMT results. One of the major drawback of NMT is under-translation and over-translation. On the other hand, SMT infrequently makes such translations. So, using reranking of n-best NMT outputs by the SMT output, discarding such translations can be expected. We can improve BLEU score from 46.03 to 47.08 by this technique in JPCzh-ja task.
Introduction
Rapidly progressing of NMT techniques make paradigm change in machine translation not only for the research purpose but for the practical field. Although the NMT provides high quality and fluent translations, it has several drawbacks. One of them is under-and over-translation which is infrequent in a SMT output.
We propose a reranking method for n-best NMT outputs using a SMT output. We compare n-best NMT outputs with a SMT output by the measure of IMPACT (Echizen-ya and Araki, 2007) which is one of the automatic evaluation measure of machine translation results. The NMT output which has the highest IMPACT score referring to SMT output is selected as the system output. In the following sections, we describe system architecture and experimental settings in section 2, experimental results and discussions in section 3 and conclusion in section 4.
2 System architecture and experimental settings
Overall system architecture
Our system architecture is shown in Figure 1 . An input source sentence is fed to the NMT part and also to the SMT part. NMT part outputs n-best translations ("NMT translation 1" to "NMT translation n") and SMT part outputs another translation ("SMT translation"). Reranking part compares NMT translations with SMT translation and reranks them. The best reranked "NMT translation i" is outputted.
NMT part
We use OpenNMT (Minh-Thang Luong et al., 2015) in NMT part. Segmentation of English sentences is sub word based. The English segmenter segments each nonalphabetical characters (characters except for A to Z and a to z) as separate words. Segmentation of Chinese sentences and Korean sentences are both word based and character based. Word segmentation policy for these languages are described in the previous paper (Ehara, 2016) . Japanese segmentation is word based, sub word based and character based. For JPCzh-ja task and JPCko-ja task, word based and character based Japanese segmenters are used. The word based Japanese segmenters are described in the previous paper (Ehara, 2016) . For JPCen-ja task, we use sub word based Japanese segmenter which segments each special characters (characters except for Hiragana, Kanji, Katakana and Roman characters) as separate words, in addition to Juman's word segmentation (Kurohashi et al., 1994) .
Option settings for OpenNMT are as follows: Source sequence length (-src_seq_len): 100 (word based), 120 (sub word based), 250 (character based); Target sequence length (-tgt_seq_len 
SMT part
Our SMT system is phrase-based SMT by Moses v.3 (Koehn et al., 2003) with default option settings. For JPCen-ja task and JPCzh-ja task, preordering is applied. The preordering system is same as described in the previous papers (Ehara, 2015; Ehara, 2016) .
We use unknown dictionary for NMT part. It is made from the phrase-table of Moses. For every source word, we select the target phrase which has the highest translation probability for the source word. And the unknown word dictionary is constructed as the source word and target phrase pairs.
Reranking part
For reranking of n-best outputs of NMT part, we use automatic evaluation measure IMPACT (Echizen-ya and Araki, 2007) . For the preliminary study, we compared BLEU, RIBES and IMPACT with human evaluation score JPO adequacy by the WAT2016's evaluation results (Nakazawa et al., 2016) . As the results, we found IMPACT was the best correlated score with JPO adequacy. Then we use IMPACT as the reranking measure. Reranking part calculates IMPACT score for NMT's nbest translations with SMT translation as the reference. And the best translation which has the highest IMPACT score is outputted as the system output.
Experimental results and discussions
The official evaluation results of our submissions are shown in Table 1 (Nakazawa et al., 2017) . In the Table 1 , "Original system" means the NMT without reranking and "SMT" means SMT part of our system. For JPCen-ja task, reranking decreases BLEU, RIBES and AMFM scores and also HUMAN score. Although the overall evaluation result doesn't show the effectiveness of the reranking, several improvements are observed. Examples are listed in Table 2 . Original translation of the example 1 has under-translation. Only the first two words (The oldest) and the punctuation mark (.) are translated in the original translation. Original translations of example 2 has also under-translation. None of words "( ACT , READ , PRE ) , GBSTB , GBSTT , FXb 2 , PUMP , FXB , FXT , SWL , and RFX" is translated. On the other hand, reranking system does not make such under-translations. Original translation of example 3 has over-translation. " 異 な る (differ)" occurs two times. But the reranked translation has no overtranslation. For JPCen-ja task, comparing our submission of data ID 1407 (EHR) and another submission (OTHER), BLEU score of the EHR is 44.63 and it is less than the OTHER's score (50.27). On the other hand, HUMAN score of the EHR is 60.00 and it is greater than the OTHER's score (56.25). There are 20 data that the BLEU 1 score of EHR is less than the OTHER's score but the HUMAN score of EHR is greater than the OTHER's score 2 . We examine these data and find that several data have the differences between the source expression and the reference expression. Table 3 1 Sentence level BLEU is calculated by mteval-v13a.pl in the Moses package. 2 For the BLEU score, "less" means "less or equal -10" and "greater" means "greater or equal 10". If the difference of BLEU is between -10 to 10, it is considered "tie". 3 We distinguish between "additive translation" and "overtranslation". The former means the translation including shows examples of source, reference, EHR output and OTHER output. Example 1 has the voice change (the source is passive and the reference is active). Example 2 has the topic change (the topic of the source is "valve" and the topic of the reference is "経路 (passage)". Example 3 has the additive translation 3 (the source "GELD" corresponds the reference "有機 EL ディスプレー（ ＯＥＬ Ｄ ， ｏｒｇａｎｉｃｅｌｅｃｔｒｏ − ｌｕｍｉ ｎｅｓｃｅｎｔｄｉｓｐｌａｙ ）"). Example 4 has the subtractive translation 4 (the source has complemental information and the latter means the translation including needless information. 4 We distinguish between "subtractive translation" and "under-translation". The former means the translation omitting complemental information and the latter means the translation omitting needful information. "given within this range" and the reference has no such expression).
Comparing JPO adequacy score of EHR and OTHER, the EHR's score 4.63 is less than the OTHER's score 4.75. Although HUMAN and JPO adequacy are both human evaluation, they have a contradiction. One possible reason is that the evaluators of HUMAN score do not look at the reference translations but the evaluators of JPO adequacy score can look at the reference translations. For JPCzh-ja and JPCko-ja tasks, reranking increases BLEU, RIBES and AMFM scores. However, we don't have a HUMAN scores comparing the reranking and the original for these tasks. Examples having the effectiveness of the reranking for these tasks are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 .
Example 1 and 2 of Table 4 have under-translation in original translation. Example 3 of Table 4 has over-translation in original translation. Example 1 and 2 of Table 5 have under-translation in original translation. For JPCzh-ja and JPCko-ja tasks, the word based translations have higher BLEU, RIBES and AMFM compared with the character based translations. However, HUMAN score of the word based translations are lower than the score of the character based translations. For JPCzh-ja task, there are 7 data that the BLEU score of the word based translation is greater than the character based translation's score but the HUMAN score of the word based translation is less than the character based translation's score. Examples of such translations are listed in Table 6 . Example 1 has an under-translation in the word based translation ("滴度"). Example 2 also has an under-translation in the word based translation ("実行される(进行的)"). Example 3 has miss translations both in the character based translation and the word based translation. In the character based translation, "取付面図" is used instead of "実装面図(安装面图)". And in the word based translation, "分波器モジュール" is used instead of "デュプレクサモジュール(双 工器模块)". However, the latter miss translation is more significant than the former. Example 4 has another different translations. Character based translation uses "が良い(好)", and word based translation uses "に優れる".
For JPCko-ja task, there are 3 data that the BLEU score of the word based translation is greater than the character based translation's score and the HUMAN score of the word based translation is less than the character based translation's score. Examples of such translations are listed in Table 7 . Example 1 has a different translation. Literal translation of "연 결 " is "連結" and non-literal translation is " 接 続 ". Example 2 shows the effectiveness of the unknown word translation in the character based translation. 
Conclusion
System descriptions, experimental settings and experimental results of the EHR team are described. We participate in the 3 tasks and submitted 10 systems' outputs. We can observe our reranking technique is effective to remove undertranslation and over-translation which are in NMT outputs sometimes.
